[Effect of stenopril on the oxidative phosphorylation processes in rat mitochondria].
The author examined the influence of the preparation stenopryl on the processes of oxidative prosphorilation in the liver and cerebral mitochondria of a rat in view of clarifying some aspects of its pharmacobiochemical mechanism. The results from the experiments in vitro revealed that stenopryl inhibited the processes of oxidative phosphorilation in comparatively high concentrations. The lower concentrations of the preparation did not induce changes. Stenopryl used in vitro, raised ATP-ase activity in liver mitochondria. The data on the experiments in vivo with a dose of 20 mg/kg of stenopryl showed that the preparation did not affect the oxidative processes, when two substrates of oxidation were used, but inhibited phosphorilation when sodium succinate was used. ATP-ase activity during treatment in vivo was not altered.